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Diversify! Add ETFs to your investment portfolioWhether you are a seasoned investor or you're

just getting into the investment game, one thing is certain: you need to diversify! Investing In

ETFs For Dummies is a practical, easy-to-use resource that introduces you to the world of

exchange-traded funds—and provides you with the knowledge you need to incorporate ETFs

into your investment strategy. Discover commodity ETFs, style ETFs, country ETFs, and

inverse ETFs, all of which play an important role in this new trading environment. Supplement

your knowledge with an understanding of the risks and rewards associated with ETF

investments, and consider how ETF investments can complement your current

portfolio.Though not as well-known as some other investment options, ETFs are wonderful

tools for filling in the gaps in your investment portfolio. These investment options have the

power to give you access to markets or investment areas that, otherwise, may be restricted,

too expensive, or exceedingly risky—and can open investment doors you may have not yet

considered.Understand how to navigate the ETF marketplace with confidenceMake informed

investment decisions based upon fundamental knowledge about the ETF marketExplore the

latest ETF products, providers, and strategies to guide you in choosing the right ones for your

needsIncrease the diversity of your investment portfolio, and bring a new facet of potential to

your investment strategyInvesting In ETFs For Dummies is a great resource if you're looking to

enhance your investment portfolio by participating in the ETF market!

About the AuthorRussell Wild is a NAPFA certified financial advisor and principal of Global

Portfolios, an investment advisory firm based in Allentown, PA that works with clients of both

substantial and modest means. He has written two dozen books and numerous articles on

financial matters.--This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Inside FlapLearn

to:Navigate the EFT marketplace with confidenceChoose the right products and strategies for

your situationIncrease the diversity of your portfolioSee how exchange-traded funds can

enhance your portfolioExchanged-traded funds, or ETFs, are becoming standard additions to

an investor's portfolio. Build your knowledge base by learning how ETFs work, the differences

between the various types of ETFs, as well as the pros and cons.Knowledge is power — see

how ETFs can be uniquely suited to filling the gaps in your portfolioDiscover what's out there

— explore the latest products, providers, and strategies, so you can make informed

decisionsGet the straight scoop — understand the risk and return on ETFs and get

straightforward information about their advantages and disadvantagesOptimize your portfolio

— learn to customize ETF investments to suit your personal investment needsOpen the book

and find:A primer on ETF basicsHow to get startedWhy ETFs are a tax-smart optionWhat you

should know before going globalWhere ETFs may fit in your portfolioThe value of patience in

investing--This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back CoverLearn to:Navigate the

EFT marketplace with confidenceChoose the right products and strategies for your

situationIncrease the diversity of your portfolioSee how exchange-traded funds can enhance

your portfolioExchanged-traded funds, or ETFs, are becoming standard additions to an

investor's portfolio. Build your knowledge base by learning how ETFs work, the differences

between the various types of ETFs, as well as the pros and cons.Knowledge is power — see

how ETFs can be uniquely suited to filling the gaps in your portfolioDiscover what's out there

— explore the latest products, providers, and strategies, so you can make informed



decisionsGet the straight scoop — understand the risk and return on ETFs and get

straightforward information about their advantages and disadvantagesOptimize your portfolio

— learn to customize ETF investments to suit your personal investment needsOpen the book

and find:A primer on ETF basicsHow to get startedWhy ETFs are a tax-smart optionWhat you

should know before going globalWhere ETFs may fit in your portfolioThe value of patience in

investing--This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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John F, “Highly Recommend!. The read deal. No gimmicks, no hype, no ridiculous strategies.

Written by an investment professional, the information presented is straightforward with how to

grow a retirement account (big or small) over the long term. He makes specific

recommendations for ETF funds to invest in with clear, concise reasons with why (or why not)

to consider such funds. Further, he explains the theory behind "balancing" one's account

between several different funds for maximum diversification which reduces risk to stock market

fluctuations. With so many investment books out there, this is a both highly informative and a

fun read as well.”

Stuart O., “I have to say this was the best one I've read. I have never reviewed anything in the

past but I felt that I must review this book. I have read many investing/trading books. I have to

say this was the best one I've read. I learned a lot about ETFs and investing in general. It was

very complete and offered a realistic trading plan that anyone can use. Absolutely worth the

price. The suggested simple portfolio on page 173 was by itself worth the price of the book.”

john Shelton, “outstanding. I read read read all sorts of books but lately have been focusing on

investment books. I can't recall having read a more enjoyable and informative book. This is

very simply an outstanding book. Of the dozens I have read the only other author who comes

close to this one is a Dummies book by Barbara Rockafellor also on investing.”

Tony N., “GOOD BOOK. It's useful to me. If you want to know and invest in ETFs, buy this one.

I think it's the best one about ETF”

john cole, “It is a good read and one to which the reader should pay .... This is the first

"dummie" book I have ever read. It is a clearly-worded presentation of ETF's, their promise

and pitfall, mixed with real world common sense. It is a good read and one to which the reader

should pay close attention.”

Tommy, “Perfect for someone trying to begin investing.. If you’re trying to get into investing this

book is great. It’s easy to read and explains topics in good details. Chapters are generally short

and quick to the point but I feel I have become a better invester just with this book. Definately

will save me hundreds if not thousands if I continue investing my whole life.”



D. Ex, “Very helpful and easy to understand. When you try to enter the world of ETFs and

along comes an author who is able to explain in plain English and puts it all into perspective,

that's a win!”

Dane Sedgwick, “Interesting read which gets into quite a good level of detail about an effective

way of passively .... Interesting read which gets into quite a good level of detail about an

effective way of passively investing to build wealth over the long term. Not 5 stars as all the

recommendations are USA based and it is difficult to translate what you learn in this book into

investing in the UK.”

Robin Varian, “Very informative book. Great little book. I learned what I needed to know about

ETF, s from this book. No need for more literature on the subject.”

Gavino Sanna, “Da leggere e rileggere. Eccellente introduzione agli Etf. Apparecchia la tavola

per altri approfondimenti e ti mette in mano diversi strumenti per progettare un portafoglio, tanti

criteri per operare delle scelte pratiche ed è scritto molto bene.Per gli italiani occorre

naturalmente traslare i suggerimenti nel nostro paese, quanto a titoli offerti su mercati

fiscalmente armonizzati, quanto alla questione pensionistica ecc.Molto soddisfatto.”

The book by Russell Wild has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 197 people have provided feedback.
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